A NEW GENERATION OF WEST
AUSTRALIAN MADE WATER
COOLERS!
What’s New?
1. Advanced digital controls offer better control,
visibility of the current temperature and easier
fault diagnosis.
2. Stainless steel panels offer sleek, modern
styling and extra durability.
3. A zero ozone depleting gas eliminates ozone
damage if there is a gas leak*.
4. Full Watermark approval, not just on our
tapware, but on the whole water cooler.
5. Option of GalvinClearTM Lead Safe tapware on
certain models.
Flexible Solutions For All!
All direct drink water coolers offer different
bubbler and jug filler combinations that are
available to be fitted in our Malaga factory and
with a range of complimenting accessories, there
really isn’t a site or situation where an Arcus water
cooler won’t fit.
Comprehensive Range, Made in WA.
The best water coolers on the market are now
even better. What’s more, they are fully Watermark
approved and made in WA by a family owned
business thats been operating since 1948, so
buy the best, buy local and buy Arcus.

STW44BB
Large storage capacity to cater
for the big instant demand
created by heavy use at times
such as recess and lunch
breaks. Ideal for primary or
junior schools.

29 litre tank
15 LPH recovery
2 x Bubblers

STW78BJ
Large storage tank caters for
big instant demand from heavy
use at times such as recess
and lunch. Ideal for secondary
schools, universities factories
and other such venues.

47 litre tank
31 LPH recovery
1 x Bubbler
1 x Jug Filler

Also stocked as
an STW18B

STW18BJ
Ideal for smaller venues such
as small offices and factories.
The STW18 models have
small internal storage but good
recovery rates so are ideal for
all day use.

1.9 litre tank
16 LPH recovery
1 x Bubbler
1 x Jug Filler

STW34BJ
2.9 litre tank
Ideal for mid size venues such
as offices and factories. The
31 LPH recovery
STW34 models have small
1 x Bubbler
internal storage but a faster
recovery rate so are ideal for all
1 x Jug Filler
day use.

STW54BJ
Ideal for larger venues such as
big offices and factories. The
STW54 models have small
internal tank but extremely fast
recovery rate so is ideal for all
day use.

2.9 litre tank
51 LPH recovery
1 x Bubbler
1 x Jug Filler

WM18BJ
Ideal for smaller venues such as
small offices and factories where
you want a wall mounted water
cooler. Small internal storage
and fast recovery make it ideal
for all day use.

1.9 litre tank
16 LPH recovery
1 x Bubbler
1 x Jug Filler

WMFS18BJ
Low height floor mounted water
cooler for smaller venues such
as pre-primary and other venues
with young children . Small
storage and fast recovery make it
ideal for all day use.

1.9 litre tank
16 LPH recovery
1 x Bubbler
1 x Jug Filler

RWC24BJ
2.9 litre tank
Designed to be recessed
into an alcove so as not to
21 LPH recovery
protrude into a corridor or
1 x Bubbler
room. Includes the Arcus R24
Water Cooler and can be fitted
1 x Jug Filler
with a cup dispenser and bin.

R24
Designed for the RWC24 or to
be used in tight but ventilated
2.9 litre tank
areas such as cupboards. Use to
provide drinking water or supply 21 LPH recovery
other equipment such as ice
machines as a pre chiller.

HT Troughs
2 - 5 Bubblers
Ideal for education facilities and
other venues where multiple
Bottle Filler
users need access to drinking
water. Order with bubblers and Left or Right Hand
they will be pre-installed ready for
Drains
connection.

STW660
Produces a serious amount of
cold water and found on many
mine sites throughout Australia.
Can feed remote appliances
such as ice machines with pre
chilled water.

HT4D WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE DRINKING STATION
Designed to allow multiple users access to cold water at one time.
Furthermore, the HT4D includes a section that allows a wheelchair
user to get access to a bubbler that features a touch activated
dispense button. The HT4D incorporates the Arcus US62 behind
a vandal resistant cover and comes fully assembled and plumbed
ready for install.

520 litre tank
140 LPH recovery
3 x Taps

US62
Designed to be located below
our HT series trough or to
be used as a remote water
source for supplying pre chilled
water to ice machines, bakery
equipment and more.

5.5 litre tank
57 LPH recovery

5.5 litre tank
57 LPH recovery
1 x Jug / Bottle Filler
2 x Standard Bubblers
1 x Touch Sensitive Bubbler

Recovery rates approximate and based on incoming 25oC water and 40oC ambient air temperature. In cooler times performance will increase. LPH is litres per hour. *Does not include the STW660. In line with policy to continually improve its products, Arcus Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to change specifications and
design without notice. E&OE
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